1. INTRODUCTION

The most widely used tools available for estimating future crop yield responses to climate change are process-based crop models, and these are already applied extensively in different parts of the world (Rosenzweig et al. 2013, Challinor et al. 2014b). Models have been constructed using a variety of approaches for structuring and parameterising the basic processes influencing crop development and growth.
Such differences between model approaches introduce important sources of uncertainty into crop yield estimates, even for present-day conditions (White et al. 2011). Model results are also closely related to the quality of field observations and experiments available for model calibration and testing (e.g. Craufurd et al. 2013) as well as the calibration methods themselves (Angulo et al. 2013). Moreover, there are numerous model shortcomings in representing physiological processes that are still poorly understood (Rötter et al. 2011). These include crop responses to stresses such as high temperature, drought, waterlogging, nutrient limitation, pests and diseases, stomatal control on plant photosynthesis and transpiration under changing atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations, and impacts of surface ozone (Porter et al. 2014).

Following early model comparison exercises (e.g. Porter 1993, Jamieson et al. 1998), and successive attempts by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) to assess climate change impacts on crops across diverse models, regions, scenarios and assumptions (Gitay et al. 2001, Easterling et al. 2007, Porter et al. 2014), there has been a resurgence of interest in and establishment of dedicated research programmes on model inter-comparison and improvement (e.g. Palosuo et al. 2011, Rosenzweig et al. 2013, Challinor et al. 2014a). There have also been calls for more systematic modelling exercises for evaluating the suitability of crop model application under projected climates, particularly climatic conditions that lie beyond the ‘quantifiable uncertainty’ range of conventional local application (e.g. Rötter 2014). Of the few systematic sensitivity studies that have been conducted, most focus on changes in average (mean or median) yields (e.g. Børgesen & Olesen 2011, Asseng et al. 2013, Rosenzweig et al. 2014), whereas an additional key consideration for farmers is the reliability of the harvest from year to year, which is addressed in only a few studies (Luo et al. 2007, Challinor et al. 2010, Izumi et al. 2011, Asseng et al. 2014).

This paper presents an examination of the modelled sensitivity of winter and spring wheat *Triticum aestivum* yield response to systematic changes in temperature and precipitation, the 2 variables most commonly analysed in climate impact assessments. It applies a common impact response surface (IRS) approach for a large ensemble of process-based wheat models run across a 3-site European transect. IRSs depict the response of an impact variable to changes in 2 explanatory variables as a plotted surface. Other aspects that would need to be taken into account if making projections of yield impacts under climate change, such as the effect of increasing atmospheric CO$_2$ concentration, are deliberately not included in the analysis. IRSs have been applied in previous sensitivity studies of climate change impacts on permafrost (Fronzek et al. 2011), hydrology (Hanasaki et al. 2007, Wetterhall et al. 2011) and crop yield (Luo et al. 2007, Børgesen & Olesen 2011, Ruane et al. 2014). The approach was found to be effective for the visualisation and rapid evaluation of model sensitivities across a wide range of combinations of climate changes that are not specific to individual projections from climate models. Further, in combination with projections of climate variables represented probabilistically, the approach can be applied to estimate the likelihood of exceeding a given impact threshold, such as a critical level of yield (Børgesen & Olesen 2011).

Previous studies were based on individual models or emulators, whereas this is the first to apply IRS methods across a large ensemble of models. The main objective of the study was to demonstrate the capabilities and limitations of the IRS approach for investigating model ensemble crop yield responses under a large range of foreseeable changes in climate. The study’s specific aims, for the 2 crop varieties at each site, were (1) to explore the sensitivities of modelled yields to changes in temperature and precipitation, (2) to quantify differences in average yield responses to altered climate across models, and (3) to examine multi-model responses of inter-annual yield variability and reliability under altered climate.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Crop models

An ensemble of 24 process-based wheat models run by 26 modelling groups was applied in this study (Table 1). The same model/version was calibrated separately and run by 2 modelling groups in 2 cases (CERES-wheat DSSAT ver. 4.5 and WOFOST ver. 7.1). Models are referred to in the text using a numerical identifier, with the aim of pursuing impartiality in reporting model results. Table S1 in Supplement 1 at www.int-res.com/articles/suppl/c065p087_supp.pdf provides an overview of all models, including key references and a characterisation of how they describe selected processes and treat environmental constraints.

All models work on a daily time step, though there are some differences in their requirements for climate input variables (Table S1 in Supplement 1).
Most models were developed for the field scale, while a few (i.e. CARAIB, LPJmL, LPJ-GUESS and MCWLA) have been developed for regional assessment. Models differ considerably in the way they treat factors that define, limit or reduce growth (van Ittersum & Rabbinge 1997, van Ittersum et al. 2003, Wu & Kersebaum 2008), which is reflected in contrasting structure, model parameters and associated input data requirements.

### 2.2. Study sites and key data requirements

#### 2.2.1. Criteria for the selection of study sites

The models were applied using data from 4 study sites representing contrasting environmental zones (Boreal, Atlantic Central, Continental and Mediterranean South) for wheat production in Europe (our Fig. 1; Metzger et al. 2005). The study sites were selected according to multiple criteria. A primary objective was to offer a representative north-south cross-section (transect) of current agro-climatic conditions for wheat cultivation areas in Europe. Secondly, the sites should capture the contrast in rainfed yield potential between favourable conditions in Central Europe and growth conditions at the northern margins (limited by temperature) and southern margins (limited by precipitation). Thirdly, options for adapting to anticipated future climate should include the possibility to substitute winter wheat types with spring wheat types and vice versa. Finally, crop data should be available for site-specific calibration of the crop models, while daily weather data for running the models were required for the baseline period of 1981 to 2010 at each site.

To keep the number of simulations manageable, one site was chosen in each of northern, central and southern Europe for each crop variety. Jokioinen in Finland was chosen for northern Europe and Lleida in Spain for southern Europe. Since sufficient calibration data for modern cultivars that would cover both winter wheat and spring wheat at a single site in central Europe were not available, 2 sites in Germany were chosen: Dikopshof, located in the west, for winter wheat and Nossen in the east, for spring wheat. The principal characteristics of the 4 sites and their agro-climatic conditions are summarised in Fig. 2.

---

**Table 1. List of wheat models applied in the present study. ID is a model identification number used in the text. Duplicate entries indicate models for which several groups provided results.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Contact person(s)</th>
<th>Web documentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>AFRCWHEAT2</td>
<td>Montesino/Porter</td>
<td><a href="http://www.afrc.org/wheat_models_AFRCWHEAT2">www.afrc.org/wheat_models_AFRCWHEAT2</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>APSIM-Nwheat 1.55</td>
<td>Cammarano/Asseng</td>
<td><a href="http://www.apsim.info">www.apsim.info</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>APSIM-Wheat (modified) 7.5</td>
<td>Wang</td>
<td><a href="http://www.apsim.info">www.apsim.info</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>AquaCrop 4.0</td>
<td>Lorte</td>
<td><a href="http://www.fao.org/nr/water/aquacrop.html">www.fao.org/nr/water/aquacrop.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ARMOSA13.04</td>
<td>Perego/Sanna/Acutis</td>
<td><a href="http://www.umcccb.ulg.ac.be/Sci/m_car_e.html">www.umcccb.ulg.ac.be/Sci/m_car_e.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>CARAIB Crop</td>
<td>Minet/Jacquemin/Francois</td>
<td><a href="http://www.apsim.info">www.apsim.info</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>CERES-wheat DSSAT v.4.5</td>
<td>Ruiz-Ramos</td>
<td><a href="http://dssat.net">http://dssat.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>CERES-wheat DSSAT v.4.5</td>
<td>Deligios</td>
<td><a href="http://dssat.net">http://dssat.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>CERES-wheat DSSAT v.4.6</td>
<td>Trnk/a/laivinka</td>
<td><a href="http://dssat.net">http://dssat.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>CropSyst 3.02</td>
<td>Moriondo/Ferrise/Bindi</td>
<td>modeling.bsyse.wsu.edu/CS_Suite_4/CropSyst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>DNDC 9.5</td>
<td>Baranowski/Slawinski</td>
<td><a href="http://www.dn/b.srh.uned.edu">www.dn/b.srh.uned.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Fasset 2.5</td>
<td>Öztürk/Olesen</td>
<td><a href="http://www.fasset.dk">www.fasset.dk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>LINTUL-4 v6</td>
<td>Supit/Wolf</td>
<td><a href="http://models.pps.wur.nl/models">http://models.pps.wur.nl/models</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>LPJ-GUESS</td>
<td>Bodin/Olin</td>
<td><a href="http://www.nateko.lu.se/lpj-guess">www.nateko.lu.se/lpj-guess</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>LPJmL</td>
<td>Müller</td>
<td><a href="http://www.pik-potsdam.de/research/projects/lpjml">www.pik-potsdam.de/research/projects/lpjml</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>MCWLA-Wheat 2.0</td>
<td>Tao</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>MONICA 1.2.5</td>
<td>Nendel</td>
<td><a href="http://monica.agrosystem-models.com/en">http://monica.agrosystem-models.com/en</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>SALUS</td>
<td>Basso</td>
<td><a href="http://salusmodel.psm.msu.edu/">http://salusmodel.psm.msu.edu/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>SIMPLACE&lt;Lintul2, Slim&gt;</td>
<td>Hoffmann/Gaiser/Ewert</td>
<td><a href="http://www.simpla.net/">www.simpla.net/</a>, <a href="http://models.pps.wur.nl/models">http://models.pps.wur.nl/models</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Sirius</td>
<td>Semenov/Stratolnitch</td>
<td><a href="http://www.romleysted.ac.uk/mas-models/sirius.php">www.romleysted.ac.uk/mas-models/sirius.php</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>SiriusQuality 2.0</td>
<td>Ferrise/Bindi</td>
<td>www1.clernont.inra.fr/siriusquality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>SPACSYS 5.0</td>
<td>Wu</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>STICS V6.9</td>
<td>Dumont/Ruget/Buis</td>
<td>www6.paca.inra.fr/stics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>WOFOST 7.1</td>
<td>Palusau/Rötter</td>
<td><a href="http://www.wofo.st.wur.nl">www.wofo.st.wur.nl</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>WOFOST 7.1</td>
<td>Krzyszczak/Slawinski</td>
<td><a href="http://www.wofo.st.wur.nl">www.wofo.st.wur.nl</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2.2. Climate input data

Observed weather data for each of the 4 sites during the period 1980–2010 (including years preceding harvest) were obtained at a daily time step for the following variables: global solar radiation, minimum and maximum temperature, precipitation, wind speed and various (model-specific) measures of humidity. Supplement 2 (www.int-res.com/articles/suppl/c065p087_supp.pdf) describes the sources of data (Table S2) as well as procedures for deriving missing values.

The sensitivity of a crop model to changes in climate was tested by systematically modifying temperature and precipitation values of baseline weather data at the chosen sites using a simple ‘change factor’ approach (e.g. Diaz-Nieto & Wilby 2005). A constant change was applied to all days of each year of the baseline time period. Observed daily minimum and maximum temperatures were modified by between

Fig. 1. Locations of weather stations used in this study superimposed on environmental zones as defined by Metzger et al. (2005). Black squares are wheat cultivation areas from Monfreda et al. (2008), re-sampled to a 0.5 degree grid.

Fig. 2. Long-term (1981–2010) mean daily minimum (Tmin) and maximum (Tmax) temperature (top row) and monthly total precipitation (bottom row) for the 4 weather stations used in this study. Vertical dashed lines on the temperature plots indicate the mean sowing DOY (day of year) used for spring (S) and winter (W) wheat. Latitude, longitude and elevation (a.s.l.: above sea level) are reported for each weather station along with the environmental zone in which the station is located (cf. Fig. 1).
-2°C and + 9°C at 1°C intervals and concurrently (preserving the baseline diurnal temperature range). Daily precipitation was adjusted between -50% and +50% at 10% intervals. The ranges were selected to be large enough to encompass changes in regional climate change at the 4 sites by the mid-21st century represented in probabilistic projections (for medium emissions; Harris et al. 2010) as well as in projections from an ensemble of general circulation models that participated in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5 (IPCC 2013a). The increments of the changes were chosen to be small enough to represent possible non-linearities in model responses to a changing climate, while at the same time ensuring a manageable number of combinations. Thus, each year of the baseline was modified according to 132 different combinations of changed temperature and precipitation and provided as input to the models.

For simplicity, all other variables were unchanged at their baseline values. Note that this procedure introduced a discrepancy between models in the way humidity was treated. This is because in order to maintain a constant level of relative humidity (RH) as temperature rises, vapour pressure (e) must also increase. Thus, by fixing e and RH at baseline values, the 7 models that required e as an input would have over-estimated evapotranspiration under higher temperatures compared to those models requiring RH. The effect of this discrepancy was evaluated using one of the models and then extrapolated to all 8 sets of runs affected. While yield declines were indeed greater under conditions of extreme warming and drying, the overall effect on the ensemble results reported below was minimal and the conclusions are unaffected.

2.2.3. Sowing date, soil and calibration data

For the Finnish site and the 2 sites in Germany, a specific sowing date was determined for each year of the (30 yr) baseline period based on observations. In the absence of observed sowing dates for Spain, 1 fixed sowing date (day of the year [DOY] 302), identified on the basis of local expertise, was used for all years and for both spring wheat and winter wheat. Following local practice, it was assumed that farmers at the Spanish site (Lleida) can use the same sowing date for both crop varieties and would sow as early as possible after the autumn rain, approximately at the end of October.

Additional data were made available for model calibration. To avoid over-fitting, where possible, data sets were used that had not previously been applied in model calibration and/or were not fully documented in published papers. Model users were provided with phenological observations and yields from each location and for both crop varieties. Total above-ground biomass and average grain weights were also provided for the Spanish site (Cartelle et al. 2006, Abeledo et al. 2008). As an alternative to the generalised soil type used for the model simulations (clay loam), modellers had the option to use information on the actual soil of the site for calibration. In addition to the sowing dates provided for the simulations, calibration data on management included sowing depths as well as data of varying detail on fertilisation, irrigation, tillage and residue management. Overall, calibration data on plant development included observations from between 5 and 29 seasons or treatments, depending on site and wheat variety (see Table S2 in Supplement 2).

2.3. Modelling protocol

A sensitivity analysis was performed by running the models for the 30 baseline years and 132 perturbations to the baseline weather for spring and winter wheat at all study sites (3 sites per crop) resulting in 23 760 simulated seasons per model. In the simulation set-up several common rules and limitations were specified. This included applying baseline sowing dates for all temperature and precipitation perturbations and assuming a generalised soil type at all sites. Atmospheric CO₂ concentration was kept constant at 360 ppm, representing levels observed around 1995 (IPCC 2013b, p. 1401), at the mid-point of the 1981 to 2010 baseline period. The simulations were performed on a daily time step for water-limited yields assuming optimal nutrients. Simulations were conducted as a succession of independent growing seasons with the moisture content of the top soil set at 75% of field capacity at the beginning of each season.

Model outputs were stored on a yearly resolution. For each simulation the flowering date (Zadoks stage 65; Zadoks et al. 1974), date of physiological maturity (Zadoks stage 91) and harvest date (model-specific) were stored as the day of the year (DOY). Harvested yields were represented as grain dry matter (DM), while total above ground DM production and nitrogen content of yield were also reported for the end of each simulation. Water use was stored as cumulative actual evapotranspiration (mm) from sowing to maturity.

For models that do not specify a latest date for harvest, simulations in some seasons may continue
through to a maturity date in the year subsequent to the harvest year. This unrealistic outcome was avoided by imposing a fixed maturity cut-off date, based on expert judgement, in the autumn of the harvest year (DOY 258 for Finland and Spain and DOY 274 for both German sites). If a simulation reported a maturity date that exceeded the harvest cut-off, the DM grain yield and grain nitrogen content were set to 0 (kg ha\(^{-1}\)) and all other output variables were assigned missing values. It was assumed that before a crop reached maturity it was not fit for harvest, so that no DM yield was recorded. All modelling groups were given the chance to review initial IRS plots of the results and to iterate by refining the calibration of a model or correcting any errors, often themselves readily detectable from the IRS plots.

### 2.4. Construction and analysis of impact response surfaces

IRSs were constructed by interpolating the results of the sensitivity analysis of each model as contour lines with respect to changes in annual temperature along the x-axis and precipitation along the y-axis. The contour lines were plotted using the contour (Becker et al. 1988) and filled.contour (Cleveland 1993) functions in the statistical software package R ver. 3.0.2 (R Core Team 2013). Individual IRSs were created for each model and combination of parameters (i.e. site, crop variety, harvest year).

In this paper we concentrated on analysing results of DM grain yields and their changes relative to the baseline for the model ensemble. For summarising average yield responses and their dispersion, we used 2 types of measures. Across different models in the ensemble we used medians for average responses, in line with earlier multi-model ensemble studies (e.g. Asseng et al. 2013, and see our Section 4.1), and the inter-quartile range (IQR; from the 25th to the 75th percentile) for the spread of responses. Over periods of time (in most cases, 30 yr) we used means, though some results from individual years are also shown. Inter-annual variability was treated in 2 ways. The year-to-year ‘reliability’ of yields was represented, for any individual model, as the percentage of years when DM grain yield (kg ha\(^{-1}\)) exceeds a given threshold level. Here, reliability is defined relative to the 10th percentile of yields during the baseline period (i.e. the level of yield that was exceeded in 9 yr out of 10). The threshold is defined only across those years that have a non-zero yield for the baseline period. An alternative to focusing on reliability at the low end of yield responses is to plot the coefficient of variation (CV) across the 30 yr, which accounts for the full distribution of yield responses. Both measures of inter-annual variability were estimated for each 30 yr simulation period under all combinations of temperature and precipitation change relative to the baseline.

### 3. RESULTS

#### 3.1. Baseline yields and standardisation of yield responses

3.1.1. Baseline yields

Examination of the general magnitude of modelled yields for the baseline period of 1981 to 2010 revealed large differences both between individual models as well as between simulated yields and observed aggregate regional yields, where these were available (see Supplement 3 at www.int-res.com/articles/suppl/c065p087_supp.pdf). This is particularly true for Lleida, where the spread across models in simulated yields of both spring and winter wheat was large, and the model ensemble median yield was considerably higher than that observed. Fig. 3a depicts results for spring wheat at Lleida (for other locations and crop varieties see Fig. S1 in Supplement 3). The ensemble median of simulated yields exceeded those observed in most years and for both varieties at Jokioinen (Fig. S1a,b), whereas observed vs. modelled yields were much closer at the 2 German sites (Fig. S1c,d).

The levels of observed and modelled baseline (1981–2010) mean yields are summarised in Table 2. Yields varied widely between models, ranging from 1260 kg ha\(^{-1}\) (Model 14 for spring wheat in Spain) to 10484 kg ha\(^{-1}\) (Model 19 for winter wheat in Germany), while the range of observed regional yields was 2556 to 7529 kg ha\(^{-1}\). The highest model estimates are up to 8 times greater than the lowest estimates for the same site and crop variety, with the highest yields found at the German sites in both sets of observed statistics as well as for most models and for the ensemble medians (Table 2). The inter-annual variability of observed yields (adjusted to account for long-term trends assumed to be unrelated to weather), as represented by the CV (not shown), was lowest in the 2 German regions, higher in Finland and substantially higher in northern Spain. These observed regional differences were consistent with modelled between-site estimates of inter-annual vari-
ability shown by values of CV at the intersect of the grey lines in Fig. 7 and Fig. S3 in Supplement 3.

In order to gain an impression of how simulated and observed yields respond to annual weather, yield time series can be expressed as normalised anomalies relative to the long-term mean, with observed yields de-trended as described above. Fig. 3b illustrates this for spring wheat at Lleida, which in this case indicates that simulated yield anomalies correspond fairly well on visual inspection to those observed. No statistical measures of correspondence are provided, given that the observed yields represent much larger regions than those simulated at specific sites.

### 3.1.2. Standardising results for IRS analysis

As the first step in creating IRSs of period-mean yield responses, annual IRSs were constructed for each model, crop variety and site. An example of absolute DM grain yield responses for winter wheat at Dikopshof for each of the baseline years (1981–2010) from an arbitrarily selected model is presented in Fig. S2 in Supplement 3. The 30 yr mean IRS, constructed by averaging over the individual year responses, is shown in the larger panel at the bottom right of the figure. This illustrates how averaging can smooth out complex behaviour observed during some individual years. Only a few years (e.g. 1993
and 2007) have a response closely resembling the 30 yr mean IRS.

Given the large inter-model differences in yield levels between models (cf. Table 2), and to allow for more meaningful comparison between IRS plots of the period-mean yield responses and the inter-annual variability of yields, the 30 yr mean yields are expressed as percentage changes relative to the baseline. Fig. 4 shows an example of the relative yield responses of individual models for winter wheat at Dikopshof. At this site, and in examples for the other sites and crop variety, there are similarities between models in the average response to climate change, with most models indicating decreases in yield for increased temperature and decreased precipitation. However, the relative strength and pattern of these relationships displays large variation between models, with a few models even depicting an opposite sign of response across the climate changes represented on the IRS.

Fig. 4. Thirty yr mean changes in winter wheat dry matter grain yields simulated by 26 crop models and the ensemble median (bottom right) for changes in temperature (x-axis) and precipitation (y-axis) relative to the baseline climate (1981–2010) at Dikopshof, Germany. Axes of the smaller plots cover the same ranges as those labelled on the median plot (bottom right). By definition, the yield change is 0% for the baseline climate at the intersection of the grey lines. The number above each small plot is the model identification number (cf. Table 1)
3.2. IRS analysis: multi-model 30 yr mean yield responses

3.2.1. Ensemble median changes

In order to summarise yield response behaviour across models, plots of the model ensemble median of the percentage change in 30 yr mean yields relative to the baseline were constructed for each site and crop variety. The pattern of median yield response at any one site appears to be very similar between spring and winter wheat (left-hand panels in Figs. 5 & 6), though with a slightly steeper yield decline for spring than for winter wheat with respect to changes in temperature at all sites. At Jokioinen, the maximum yield for winter wheat occurred at temperatures around the baseline while for spring wheat it occurred slightly above, indicating that for this particular cultivar the optimum would be achieved with a slight warming. Cooling at Jokioinen caused a sharp decline in yield of both varieties. Conversely, maximum yields were ob-

Fig 5. Spring wheat. (a,c,e) Ensemble median response (%) to changes in temperature (x-axis) and precipitation (y-axis) of period-mean dry matter grain yields relative to the baseline (1981−2010) climate and (b,d,f) ensemble inter-quartile range (%) of the relative responses across 24 crop models at (a,b) Jokioinen, Finland and 25 models at (c,d) Nossen, Germany and (e,f) Lleida, Spain. The ensemble median (M_{baseline}) and ensemble inter-quartile range (IQR_{baseline}) of absolute yields for the baseline are listed above each plot.
tained with cooling relative to the baseline at the German sites and at Lleida.

For combinations of temperature and precipitation change across the uncertainty ranges defined for the IRS, temperature was the dominant constraint on median yield at all sites for warming above about 5°C. Under conditions of less warming, precipitation had an increasing influence across the transect from north to south, with median yields most sensitive at Lleida. Contour lines were nearly vertical in areas of the climate uncertainty space with increases in precipitation at Jokioinen and at the German sites, in particular for winter wheat, indicating that precipitation change had hardly any effect on yield in these regions of the IRS.

### 3.2.2. Ensemble inter-model variability

In contrast to the similarities of median yield response to temperature and precipitation change between crop varieties at each site and broadly across sites, there are marked differences in the inter-model variability of responses. Plots of the ensemble IQR depict the spread in the 30 yr mean response to changes in temperature and precipitation (right-hand panels, Figs. 5 & 6). The absolute IQR for the baseline (shown above each figure) is scaled to 100% at the origin of the plot for all models, and values of IQR across the IRS are expressed as percentages of the baseline. For example, values for spring wheat at Lleida are percentages of the baseline IQR of 2450 kg ha⁻¹.

![Fig. 6. As Fig. 5, but for winter wheat and for an ensemble of 26 crop models at (a,b) Jokioinen, Finland, (c,d) Dikopshof, Germany and (e,f) Lleida, Spain](image-url)
ha⁻¹ (Fig. 5f). Note that variability across a wider distribution of models (10th to 90th and 5th to 95th percentiles) was also examined, with patterns found to be broadly similar to the IQR patterns reported here.

The results showing the highest consistency between sites or crop varieties are the increased IQR values for Jokioinen under cooling for both spring and winter wheat (Figs. 5b & 6b, respectively). The inter-model spread for spring wheat was lower than the baseline under most cases of warming, except for a slight increase for reduced precipitation combined with moderate warming (Fig. 5b). For winter wheat under warming, there is some similarity between IQR patterns for Jokioinen and Dikopshof, which increased under moderate to high levels of warming and reduced precipitation (Fig. 6b,d), though model spread was lowest under slightly warmer conditions at Jokioinen but cooler conditions at Dikopshof.

The inter-model variability of spring wheat yields at Nossen was lowest for combinations of temperature and precipitation change between the wettest, coolest conditions and the warmest conditions, with less agreement between modelled yields (higher IQR) for moderate warming and increased precipitation or for drying combined with cooling or moderate warming (Fig. 5d).

The IQR broadly followed the median yield response for spring wheat at Lleida, with highest yields coinciding with the lowest inter-model variability and increasing spread as yields declined with higher temperature and reduced precipitation (compare Fig. 5e and f). In contrast, for winter wheat at Lleida, the IQR was lower than the baseline for almost all cases of precipitation increase, and most cases of warming, with increased model disagreement found only for reduced precipitation combined with slight warming or cooling (Fig. 6f).

### 3.3. IRS analysis: inter-annual yield variability

Two measures were used to describe the inter-annual variability in yield response under changing climate across the IRS: yield reliability and the coefficient of variation (CV). Both measures were computed for each model and summarised as multi-model ensemble medians (Fig. 7).

Patterns of median crop yield reliability were similar at all locations, but with shifted response along both axes and with the rates of decline in reliability differing between locations. Results for spring wheat are shown in Fig. 7 (left panels); winter wheat results are given in Fig. S3 in Supplement 3. Crop yield reliability declined with increasing temperature and decreasing precipitation. This effect is most notable at the German sites, for both spring and winter wheat, where the reliability declined very quickly with warming and drying. Highest reliability was achieved with a slight decrease in temperature at the German and Spanish sites, and conversely, with a slight increase at the Finnish site. By definition, the reliability should be 90% at the baseline. For spring wheat at Jokioinen, the yield threshold of some models was affected by simulated crop failure under the baseline climate occurring in >10% of the years (see threshold definition in Section 2.4), resulting in an ensemble median baseline reliability of less than 90%. Patterns of reliability appear to track those of the changes in median yields relative to the baseline (Figs. 5 & 6, left panels). Increases in median yields coincided with higher reliability, whilst reliability declined with lower median yields.

In contrast to the patterns of reliability, no clear general association between patterns of CV and median yields could be identified. The ensemble medians of the CV are depicted for spring wheat in the right panels of Fig. 7 (for winter wheat, see Fig. S3 in Supplement 3). For instance, at Jokioinen the median CV was smallest for temperature increase of 3 to 4°C in combination with increased precipitation (Fig. 7b and Fig. S3b), while the median yield already started to decrease at this level of temperature increase. The median CV increased strongly with cooling across the whole range of precipitation changes. While the median yields were strongly temperature-dependent at the German sites, the CV of annual yields was influenced mostly by precipitation, with drying leading to an increase in variability. Across the defined uncertainty ranges for spring wheat at Lleida, temperature was the dominant driving variable with respect to the inter-annual variability while the median yield was very much influenced by precipitation. However, for winter wheat the variability was affected almost exclusively by precipitation, with drying leading to more variable yields (Fig. S3f).

### 4. DISCUSSION

This study is an exploratory application of the IRS approach. In this section we attempt to summarise and interpret the results, emphasising insights gained by using the approach, outlining its shortcomings and discussing its wider applicability and utility in future studies.
4.1. Ensemble wheat model responses

It has been argued that the use of a model ensemble increases the robustness of simulated yield estimates compared to using individual models, as the ratio of signal (average change) to noise (variation) increases with the number of models, while errors in individual models tend to cancel each other out (Asseng et al. 2013). The IRS plots offer a consensus view of how models simulate the joint effects of temperature and precipitation changes on wheat yields. Since models differ in their representation of key processes, it can be difficult to disentangle the relative influence of these 2 climatic variables on yield response across such a large and diverse set of models. Here, the results are interpreted by treating temperature and precipitation effects in turn.

4.1.1. Temperature-related effects

Average yields and development. Temperatures outside those typically experienced can cause significant reductions in yields through various processes.
Wheat is best suited to a cool climate with an optimum temperature range of 17 to 23°C over the entire growing season, although cultivar-specific differences exist (Porter & Gawith 1999). Fig. 8a summarises the model ensemble temperature responses for winter wheat at all 3 sites assuming baseline precipitation (combining information from IRSs in Fig. 6). The equivalent plot for spring wheat is given in Fig. S4a in Supplement 4 at www.int-res.com/articles/suppl/c065p087_supp.pdf.

Responses at all sites showed decreases in yields with warming. This is because present-day cultivars at each site have been bred and selected to develop and mature under ambient conditions. Warming accelerates plant phenology such that crops mature earlier, the grain filling period shortens and dry matter accumulation is reduced, resulting in lower yields. While baseline temperatures were close to optimal for local cultivars under Finnish conditions, yields benefited from cooling at the German and Spanish sites. This suggests that adoption of later-maturing cultivars with higher temperature requirements might already be advantageous at those sites, and increasingly so under future warming.

A decrease in yields with warming is consistent with empirical studies of observed wheat yield trends worldwide (Lobell & Field 2007). It is also in line with previous multi-model studies for constant CO₂ levels (Asseng et al. 2013, 2014). For example, the median 30 yr mean yield response of autumn-sown wheat to a temperature increase of 6°C relative to 1981–2010 at a site in the Netherlands was −26% (Asseng et al. 2013). This compares to −23%, −28% and −28% at Jokioinen, Dikopshof and Lleida, respectively (Fig. 8a). Spring wheat yields were more sensitive to temperature in our results (respective values are −28%, −34% and −37% for the same 6°C warming; see Fig. S4a in Supplement 4) and the largest reductions were also found in the Asseng et al. (2013) study for spring wheat yields in Argentina (−39%).

Harvest cut-off. Cooling had a strong effect on modelled yields at Jokioinen, due to a failure of crops to mature before the harvest cut-off date during cooler baseline years in many models. Crop failures simultaneously reduced the 30 yr mean yields while increasing inter-annual yield variability. The cut-off date was introduced to avoid model simulations from continuing unrealistically into a subsequent growing season. However, its precise timing is open to debate, as well as the assumption made to set the yield to zero during those years. In reality, under such conditions some farmers might still manage to salvage a crop.

High temperature extremes. The upper lethal temperature limit for wheat and its standard error is reported as 47.5 ± 0.5°C (Porter & Gawith 1999). Estimates from the same source of maximum temperature above which growth ceases are considerably lower than this, varying with phenological phase (32.7 ± 0.9°C from sowing to emergence, 31.0°C around anthesis and 35.4 ± 2.0°C during grain filling). Extreme heat events that exceed the maximum temperature limits are already observed occasionally at all sites. Moreover, with the IRS range of temperature sensi-

Fig. 8. Ensemble median response (solid lines) and inter-quartile range (IQR; coloured bands) of period-mean dry matter winter wheat yield (%) relative to the baseline (1981–2010) climate across 26 crop models at Jokioinen, Finland, Dikopshof, Germany and Lleida, Spain for changes in: (a) temperature with baseline precipitation, and (b) precipitation with baseline temperature. Baseline values are scaled to 100%. Coloured points and error bars are median and IQR model ensemble responses for a site in the Netherlands, from Asseng et al. (2013)
tivity extending to +9°C warming, severe restrictions on growth should be expected to show in the model results. However, not all models applied in this study account for specific heat stress impacts (Table S1 in Supplement 1), even though they may be used in climate change studies. Regardless, it is difficult to distinguish between heat-related impacts and other yield-reducing stresses from these ensemble results. At Lleida, there are some instances of daily maxima exceeding the lethal limit, though with a shortened growth period these occurred well after modelled harvest for present-day cultivars. However, temperatures of this magnitude would impose an absolute constraint on wheat viability during the summer months if longer-season cultivars were to be considered as an adaptation option.

**Vernalisation.** Increased temperature can also affect vernalisation, the chilling requirement of certain winter wheat varieties that is obligatory for flowering. The optimum temperature for vernalisation is given as 4.9 ± 1.1°C with a maximum temperature of 15.7 ± 2.6°C, after which vernalisation does not occur and no yield is produced (Porter & Gawith 1999).

During some seasons under the high-end temperature changes, requirements for vernalisation were not met, which should result in crop failure. A few individual models showed this effect in some years for winter wheat at Lleida (not shown), though most models that simulate vernalisation (cf. Table S1 in Supplement 1) did not indicate complete crop failure.

**Inter-model variability.** Changes in inter-model variability across the IRS are determined in large measure by responses under baseline conditions. The baseline IQR at Lleida was substantially greater (by between 55 and 70%) for both crop varieties than at the other 2 sites, while median yields at Lleida were relatively low (e.g. compare the width of the coloured bands in Fig. 8a). With modelled median yields declining under warming, there is little scope for the IQR to increase significantly at Lleida, in contrast to the German and Finnish sites, where baseline IQR was lower. The spread of spring wheat yields narrowed with warming and unchanged precipitation at the Finnish and German sites (Fig. S4a in Supplement 4), while modelled winter wheat yields diverged with greater warming (Fig. 8a). This suggests differing model treatment of temperature effects on overwintering crops (e.g. through vernalisation). Divergent yield responses to cooling at Jokioinen are attributable to harvest failure occurrence in some models.

**Inter-annual variability and yield reliability.** IRS patterns of modelled yield reliability under changing climate were strongly governed by the baseline yield response at different sites, which was used to define the threshold yield (lowest 10th percentile). Climatic conditions were most favourable, median yields highest, and inter-annual variability (based on the CV) lowest under the baseline climate at the 2 German sites. While cooling improves reliability, increments of warming reduced modelled yields below the yield threshold and reliability fell more rapidly at the German sites than at the Finnish and Spanish sites, even though absolute yield levels were still higher and the CV generally lower. Cooling reduced yield reliability for both crop varieties at Jokioinen, due to more frequent harvest failure, whilst general yield reductions due to shortened development phases explain the decline in reliability under warming climate. Warming climate had the least effect on reliability at Lleida, especially for winter wheat, even accounting for vernalisation effects. Here, the baseline modelled annual yields were already highly variable, and the simulated response of local cultivars appears to be more tolerant to high temperatures in most models than at the German and Finnish sites.

### 4.1.2. Precipitation-related effects

**Average yields.** In the great majority of models in the ensemble, water availability had no effect on crop development rate (cf. Table S1 in Supplement 1), so the primary effect of precipitation change on grain yield is through limitations on growth. Rain-fed wheat yields were susceptible to moisture deficiency under all climatic regimes, but particularly so at the driest locations. Hence, there was a positive relationship between median yields and precipitation at all sites in the transect, with the strongest effect at Lleida (Fig. 8b). This was expressed most strongly at temperature levels close to the baseline, and was progressively reduced under increasing warming. The latter effect is due, in part, to reduced exposure to water deficits during a shortened growth period, as well as the confounding effect of higher temperatures on water deficiency through enhanced evapotranspiration.

**Inter-model variability.** For both crop varieties, models appear to agree less in their responses to reductions in precipitation than to increases, suggesting a diversity of approaches being used to treat yield responses to water deficit (e.g. see Fig. 4). Assuming unchanged baseline temperatures, the level of agreement in modelled yields across the ensemble, described by the IQR, showed convergence with increasing precipitation for spring wheat at all sites.
(Fig. S4b in Supplement 4), but was little affected by precipitation change for winter wheat (Fig. 8b). This latter result, considered alongside the divergence in modelled yields under warming (Fig. 8a), suggests that the process representation of high temperature responses in winter wheat may be contributing greater uncertainty to multi-model yield estimates than that of responses to water availability. For spring wheat, especially at sites in Germany and Finland where no overwintering is involved, models appear to converge in their estimates of responses to both warmer and wetter conditions (Fig. S4a,b).

Inter-annual variability and yield reliability. The sensitivity of yield reliability to precipitation was similar to that of median yields for both crop varieties, with reduced precipitation leading to an increased frequency of outcomes below the yield threshold in line with a general yield decline at all sites. In contrast, annual yield variability expressed by the CV varied considerably among crop varieties and sites. While the median CV for spring wheat at Lleida was dominated by temperature change, for other cases in regions of the IRS where results showed an increased CV with declining precipitation, it is likely that yield declines in dry years may be dominating the median yield response. This is especially true at Dikopshof for winter wheat, where precipitation exerted the dominant constraint on inter-annual variability regardless of temperature changes (Fig. 7d). It is worth noting in this context that there was also less agreement between models across the IRS for winter wheat yield responses at Dikopshof (Fig. 6d) than for any other crop variety or site, suggesting that more analysis is needed of responses to temperature and precipitation change during anomalous weather years in order to understand better the differences between models.

4.2. Applicability of the IRS approach

4.2.1. Shortcomings

Given the exploratory nature of this study, and the need to limit the number of model simulations required of modelling groups, numerous simplifications were required in the modelling protocol agreed for this initial study. These may have compromised the realism and real world applicability of some results.

(1) The calibration data provided for modellers comprised, in most cases, only a few data points and an insufficient level of detail to allow for rigorous calibration (van Keulen & Wolf 1986, Wallach et al. 2013). With such restricted calibration material, large uncertainties in estimates of impact variables such as yield can result (Makowski et al. 2002, Palosuo et al. 2011, Watson et al. 2014). Aside from the limitations in quantity of data, there are also numerous choices available in the approaches used to calibrate models. The effects of such calibration decisions can be compared explicitly in this study for those cases in which the same model version has been applied by different modelling groups (for example, compare results in Table 2 between ID numbers 7 and 8 and 25 and 26, respectively). Moreover, in terms of evaluation, the short time series of calibration data also made it impossible to conduct a statistically meaningful comparison of simulated versus observed yields at sites.

(2) Some of the climatic constraints to wheat production require more processes to be accounted for than are commonly treated in models. For instance only about half of the 24 models applied in this study account for specific heat stress impacts such as floret mortality at anthesis or leaf senescence (Challinor et al. 2005, Alderman et al. 2014). Surplus water is not accounted for in any of the models, though excess soil moisture can create several issues. For example, if this excess moisture occurs between sowing and the end of tillering, it can reduce the number of kernels per head and hence the number of tillers per plant and grain yield (Trnka et al. 2014), and heavy precipitation close to maturity may cause lodging of grain and yield losses (Peltonen-Sainio et al. 2011, Trnka et al. 2014). In addition, waterlogging can cause difficulties of access for machinery to farmland, affecting workability and trafficability (Jones & Thomasson 1985). Such omissions can lead to the over-estimation of yields compared to those observed and to discrepancies in capturing inter-annual variations, in particular during extreme weather years. Similarly, re-initialising the simulations at the beginning of each year, always with the same assumption of soil moisture, may affect simulation results when long-term trends in soil moisture are not accounted for.

(3) Inter-annual variability has been assessed both by presenting the full modelled yield distributions (CV) and by referencing yields against a threshold level (reliability). However, by reporting only median results of these measures, information may have been lost from the suite of multi-model outcomes. Analysis of percentiles towards the tails of the ensemble results could also be considered, though additional insights may require closer scrutiny of anomalous weather-years (e.g. cool, warm, wet or dry seasons) during the baseline period.
(4) The IRS depicts responses for temperature and precipitation changes alone. As these change, all other weather variables are assumed to remain fixed, even though the resulting combinations may be physically implausible (for example, model discrepancies in the relationship between temperature and humidity are described in Section 2.2.2). Temperature and precipitation changes were applied uniformly throughout the year, whereas in reality, climate model projections indicate that future climate changes will vary seasonally, and that this seasonal pattern of change varies by region (IPCC 2013a). Future changes of climate will also be associated with altered CO2 levels, which themselves can be expected to affect crop growth and water use. CO2 was fixed at 360 ppm in this study, so results for changed climate may not reflect realistic crop responses that can be anticipated for the future. Moreover, present-day management practices and current crop cultivars, that were assumed to be fixed, would in reality certainly be modified to suit the changing conditions. While the approach may have limitations for analysing and discriminating between responses to multiple predictors, CO2 effects can be treated by constructing IRSs for different time periods, and other key variables can be analysed through construction of additional bivariate IRSs, or by assuming that they change concurrently with the primary variables (e.g. as indicated in climate model projections).

4.2.2. Utility of the approach

In this study impact response surfaces have proven to be a useful device for analysing and comparing multiple model simulations of crop yield responses to changes in climate across a wide range of plausible future conditions. IRSs also offered a useful means for detecting modelling, data or transcription errors.

As has been demonstrated in some earlier applications (Luo et al. 2007, Fronzek et al. 2010, Wilby et al. 2014), IRS plots can readily be combined with climate change projections (here, of annual temperature and precipitation change), where responses for any scenario-based combination of changes based on climate models should logically fall somewhere within this response space. We have illustrated this by plotting recent climate change projections for the end of the century over central Europe (IPCC 2013a) onto the 30yr mean plot of Fig. S2 in Supplement 3. This idea can be extended if projections of temperature and precipitation change are presented probabilistically (e.g. see Harris et al. 2010). By superimposing a joint probability distribution onto an IRS, it becomes feasible to estimate the likelihood of exceeding a certain impact threshold, such as a critical level of yield as defined on the response surface (Fronzek et al. 2010, Børgesen & Olesen 2011, Ferrise et al. 2011). Such analyses are planned in ongoing studies, which also consider CO2 level and seasonality that are required for more realistic projections of future yield (see Section 4.2.1).

The results presented here, along with follow-up studies, may help to identify model deficiencies that reflect shortcomings in process understanding or representation. Some of the other output variables generated in the modelling exercise, such as phenology, water use and total biomass, could be used to look for clues that might explain differences in modelled yield responses. There are several other potential applications of the IRS approach to crop modelling that also remain to be explored. IRSs can be constructed that explore within-model parameter uncertainties alongside between-model structural uncertainties of the type examined in this study (e.g. Fronzek et al. 2011). IRSs can also be used to analyse effects of seasonal weather anomalies through consideration of year-to-year responses (cf. Fronzek 2013).

Building on the experiences gained here, a follow-up study using the same data will explore methods of classifying IRS responses and how different patterns of impact response described in Section 3.2 might be related to known characteristics of the models. Another study, also for wheat, involving many of the same models, will endeavour to introduce more realism into the model simulations. The IRS approach can then be used to assess the potential effectiveness of farm-level adaptation measures, such as altered sowing date and cultivar selection.

Finally, this analysis has focused on comparing the behaviour of process-based wheat models under changed climate at sites in Europe. However, in principle the IRS approach can be applied in examining climate change impacts for any system or activity that can be represented by causal models that are sensitive to 2 dominant variables.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this study we have reported a novel approach for inter-comparing simulated impacts of climate change across a large ensemble of models and a wide range of plausible changes in climate at diverse locations in Europe, using impact response surfaces (IRSs). The approach appears to offer an effective method of por-
traying model behaviour under changing climate, as well as numerous advantages for analysing, comparing and presenting results from multi-model ensemble simulations.

In spite of the simplified assumptions required for undertaking multiple simulations, some clear tendencies emerged from this analysis:

- Over the range of climate changes considered, median modelled yields were more sensitive to temperature change than to precipitation change at the Finnish site, while sensitivities were more evenly distributed between temperature and precipitation at the German and Spanish sites.
- From the model analysis, assuming current CO₂ levels, we can conclude that average yields of current wheat cultivars decline with higher temperatures and decreased precipitation, but benefit from increased precipitation.
- Warming alone, under baseline precipitation, induced remarkably similar rates of median yield decline (5–7% per 1°C, see Supplement 4) across sites and crop varieties.
- Corresponding responses to precipitation under baseline temperature were more varied (1–10% per 10% precipitation change).
- Individual model behaviour may depart markedly from the median response.

While IRSs are very helpful for summarising multiple model simulations, complementary approaches (e.g. focusing on individual model responses or on anomalous weather-years) are still required for gaining a fuller appreciation of the reasons for model behaviour. Furthermore, the bivariate nature of the IRS analysis may obscure responses attributable to other key explanatory variables, though these too can potentially be explored using other methods.

Finally, we have shown how the IRS approach can facilitate an examination of other statistical characteristics of the ensemble response, such as the inter-model and inter-annual variability. Plots such as the IQR can assist in highlighting aspects of the sensitivity to climate for which models exhibit divergent behaviour. The reliability and CV plots are instructive in revealing sensitivities of annual responses which may differ from period-average responses. Together, these help to pinpoint processes, such as heat stress, vernalisation or drought, that may require further attention in future model development.
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